<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WELL</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Disposal, Wildcat, Cable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contractor:** E. McCready & Company, Inc.

**Well Name:** 

**Original Completion Date:** 

**Bottom Hole Location:** 

**KCC DKT:** 

**Wells Completed:** 

**Wells Drilled:** 

**Wells Shut In:** 

**Wells Released:** 

**Wells Pending:** 

**Wells Proposed:** 

**Wells Planned:** 

**Wells Approved:** 

**Wells Rejected:** 

**Wells Under Construction:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Investigation:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:** 

**Wells Under Study:** 

**Wells Under Consideration:** 

**Wells Under Review:**
IN ALL CASES PLOT THE INTENDED WELL ON THE PLAT BELOW.

If the intended well is in a prorated or spaced field, please fully complete this side of the form. If the intended well is in a prorated or spaced field complete the plat below showing that the well will be properly located in relationship to other wells producing from the common source of supply.

Please show all the wells and within 1 mile of the boundaries of the proposed acreage attribution unit for gas wells and within 1/2 mile of the boundaries of the proposed acreage attribution unit for oil wells.

API No. 15: 
Operator: James Gas Corporation
Lease: McDaniel
Well Number: 1
Field: Jefferson-Sycamore
Number of Acres attributable to well: QTR / QTR / QTR of acreage: SE - NW - SE
Location of Well: County: Montgomery

1555'

feet from SE 5 R. 33 S. 15 Sec. 33 Twp. 31 S R. 15

E of Section

S of Section

W of Section

E of Section

W of Section

Is Section: Regular or Irregular

If Section is Irregular, locate well from nearest corner boundary. Section corner well: NE NW SE SW

PLAT

(Show location of the well and shade attributable acreage for prorated or spaced wells.)

(Show footage to the nearest lease or unit boundary line.)

Example

NOTE: In all cases locate the spot of the proposed drilling location.

In plotting the proposed location of the well, you must show:

1. The manner in which you are using the dupliated plot by identifying section lines, i.e. 1 section, 1 section with 8 surrounding sections, 4 sections, etc.

2. The distance of the proposed drilling location from the section's south / north and east / west.

3. The distance to the nearest lease or unit boundary line.

4. If proposed location is located within a prorated or spaced field a certificate of acreage attribution plan must be attached. (CG-7 for oil wells; CG-8 for gas wells).